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THE LANCET.

LONDON: SATURDAY, JUNE 7, 1879.

THE WORK BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE.

IT is to be hoped that no delay will take place either
in the appointment of the Select Committee or in the

commencement of its work. It is to be apprehended
that the different sides of the House have agreed as to
the constitution of the Committee, and that no further
obstruction will arise on this point. Theoretically, a more
perfect group of names might have been selected, but our
feeling is that the problems to be solved are so simple and
so obvious that nothing more is needed than for them to be
simply placed before any dozen or score of the members of
the House of Commons to be understood. A Select Com-

mittee of the House, especially at present, may be trusted
to give due consideration to corporations and interests and
old ideas. There is little fear of anything too thorough
coming out of the inquiry. At the same time it will be

deeply disappointing if the inquiry, as far as it goes, is not
searching. For ten years this question has worried the
Government, the profession, and the medical bodies-uni-
versities and corporations alike. The medical bodies have

probably been prevented from reforming themselves so com-
pletely as they would have done from the feeling that the
days of their individual action were numbered, and that
legislation must inevitably happen to affect their position.
Everybody concerned looks to the Select Committee to

put an end to the state of suspense, and to place the
questions which come before it on a satisfactory and an
intelligible basis for a generation or two to come. This is

no mean object. The efficiency of the rank and file of the
medical profession is of immense moment to the public.
The upper ranks of society can scarcely go wrong. They
have to choose from the &eacute;lite of the profession, and the
reputation of their consultees is a guide to them. They
need no assistance from Parliament in selecting between
one Court physician and another, or one hospital surgeon
and another. But it is a great responsibility for the State to
have to put its imprimatur on the general practitioners, on
whose efficiency the issues of life and death depend in every
hamlet and town of the empire. What are the questions
which claim consideration at the hands of the Select Com-

mittee ? The chief of them are, in the order of their im-

portance-
1. The constitution of the General Medical Council.

2. The powers of the General Medical Council.

3. The kind of duties which the Council should accepi
and those it should reject.

4. The constitution and number of the examining boards
for the future licensing of persons to practise all branches oi
medicine.

5. The abolition of the licensing virtue attaching a1

present to the qualifications given by the individual bodief
in Schedule A of the Medical Act of 1858, even when
those qualifications are only given on conditions of stud
and examination stricter than those attaching to the acquisi

tion of the diplomas of the Examining Boards whose creation
is contemplated in the various Bills.

6. The more accurate definition of offences against the
medical profession and the Medical Acts by those who
violate the principles of professional conduct or who defraud
the public by false representations.
Some intelligent member of the Committee will perhaps

begin by asking why there should be any inquiry at all, and
how all these important questions come to be raised, as they
distinctly are raised in the various Bills before the House.
The answer is not far to seek. It will be found in the evi-

dence of those who have watched the working of the Medical
Council. Hitherto Governments have been in a delicate, if
not in a false, position. The Act of 1858 created the

General Medical Council, and made it representative-very
capriciously and roughly, but still, after a fashion, repre-
sentative-of the various examining and educating bodies’
of the country. This being so, successive Governments

have acted as if nothing more were to be done in regard to,
educational medical matters than to consult the General

Medical Council, or the President of that body, who, by
the way, represents a university that has done disgracefully
little for medical education. It is almost useless to in-

terrogate a body that is under criticism. A body is not
called on, any more than an individual, to criminate itself
It naturally takes an optimist view of all its work. Of all

public bodies, the General Medical Council has shown the
greatest self-complacency and the most singular disregard of
outside opinion, though shared by almost the whole profes-
sion. The Select Committee will naturally seek evidence of-
the Council’s work from those outside the Council, and will
take such evidence into account in considering the questions.
which we have enumerated. Evidence can be had of the

work done by the Council, of the work left undone by it.
of the rate at which it does its work, and of the enormous

time it wastes in not doing it; of the almost complete
absorption of the Council’s time in the last two years in

discussing questions of impending legislation, or in ad.

I ministering the Dentists’ Act of 1878. All the questions we
. have enumerated are important, but not equally so. By far
1the most important are those which refer to the constitution
i of the Council, to its powers, and the kind of duties.

)which should devolve on it. If the Committee can suggest
such a recasting of the constitution of the Council that it
r shall represent bodies which are doing earnest work in
medical education and examination and the views of the-
- bulk of the profession as well as of the Crown, and that it
- shall cease to represent bodies whose continued existence, as.

involving a heavy tax on medical students and the compli-
cation of the examining system, can no longer be justified,
they will earn the gratitude of the profession and advance-

t the efficiency and reputation of the medical art.
The constitution of the new Examining Boards is only less.

s important than that of the Medical Council. They should
f be few; one would be better than three, but three are far

better than nineteen. The fees should be equal in each
t division of the kingdom, and so should be the severity of
s the examinations. The days of half qualifications must be-
e ended as far as the licence to practise is concerned. It must.

y be a complete qualification. And when the State ceases to.

i- recognise, for its broad and national purposes, half qualifica-
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tions, it should also cease to recognise those bodies which
give them. The great object before the Committee under
this head is to diminish the worry of multiplied examina-
tions to the student, while increasing their fairness and

their efficiency.

SOME years ago glycerine was proposed as a supplementary
food, capable, it was even said, of taking the place of cod-
liver oil in the nutrition of the invalid. The recommenda-

tion was made upon theoretical grounds, and received little
confirmation from experience. Careful observations which

were made, especially by the late Dr. COTTON, at the

Hospital for Consumption, failed to show that it produces
any effect on nutrition such as results from the administra-

tion of cod-liver oil. The opinion was thus formed that
glycerine possesses little or no claim to be regarded as a
food. The question has not, however, until now received
much scientific investigation. To some researches by
CATILLON and others we directed our readers’ attention on

a previous occasion.1 The effect of glycerine on the inter-
change of material in the organism-i. e., its value as a

food-has lately been further studied by Dr. IMMANUEL
MuNK, in a series of experimental inquiries undertaken at
Berlin, the results of which are published in the current
number of ViRCHOW’s Archiv. The question is of interest
not merely because glycerine has been proposed for the
purpose above stated, and is occasionally administered as a
vehicle for certain drugs, or to the diabetic as a substitute

for sugar, but also because it is, in one sense, a constant

article of diet. It is known that fat is decomposed in part
in the alimentary canal, under the influence of the intestinal
mucus, into its fatty acid and glycerine, and the amount of
this decomposition is at present unknown. Again, all

wines contain a certain quantity of glycerine, which is one
of the products of the alcoholic fermentation of sugar.
PASTEUR says that natural wines contain from six to eight
grammes of glycerine per litre, while NEUBAUER puts the
amount in the same volume at seven to eleven grammes.
Moreover, it has been proposed to use glycerine as a pre-
- servative agent. MUNK has shown that the addition of

two or three per cent. of glycerine to milk will postpone the
lactic-acid fermentation for from eighteen to twenty-four
hours. It is, therefore, important to know what influence
is exertecl by this substance on the vital processes. Of the

toxic effect of large doses we possess information; the

experiments of MuNK have reference to the effect of the

digestion of small quantities. Whether any nutritive value

can be ascribed to glycerine, and what quantity may be
taken without interference with the processes of the body,
.are the points specially considered.
Any substance introduced into the economy may influence

the decomposition of material in two ways-by increasing or
diminishiug, on the one hand, the destruction of the nitro-

genous material, or the exchange of albumen, and on the other
the excretion of carbonic acid and absorption of oxygen. The

effect of glycerine on the latter has been already studied by
ScHEREMETJEWSKl. But it is to the former point, the
- effect on the albumiuates, that attention must especially be
- directed to determine the food-value of any substance. This

1 THE LANCET, vol. ii. 1877, p. 322,

is indicated by the effect on the excretion of nitrogen, andin the case of man and the carnivora the nitrogen passing
away by the urine and faces affords the necessary informa-
tion. The value of the observations of CATILLON on this

point is lessened by the fact that the diet of the animals
experimented on was not strictly regulated.

It has been found that large quantities of glycerine pro-
duce h&aelig;moglobinuria and also diarrhoea, both of which dis-
turb the accuracy of observation. It was necessary therefore

to give such doses of glycerine as should not produce these
effects, and in the case of dogs not to exceed twenty-five
to thirty grammes daily. These quantities were found by
MUNK in no way to modify the excretion of nitrogen. Any
influence of glycerine, at least in medicinal doses, on the
exchange of albumen may thus be put aside. According to
the ordinary definition of a food, glycerine does not possess
any nutritive value. If, however, the urine only is exa-
mined, there is found a slight diminution in the amount of
nitrogen, as observed by CATILLON. This is quite com-
pensated for by the increased excretion by the bowel.
What is the fate of glycerine introduced into the economy! ‘

Is it decomposed or excreted ?-and if the latter, in what
form ? When large doses are given so as to produce h&aelig;mo-
globinuria, the urine contains a substance which readily
reduces copper, but has been said, on the ground of its

effects on polarised light, not to be sugar, but to be probably
a decomposition- or transformation-product of glycerine.
According to PLOSZ, moreover, it is not capable of fer-

mentation. It is very difficult to say whether any un-

altered glycerine passes away, since the detection of a small
quantity in the urine is a matter of great difficulty. It

seems certain, however, that the greater part, if not all, is

decomposed in the organism, and that when moderate

quantities only are given the decomposition is complete.
It was observed by WEISS that the quantity of glycogen in
the liver is increased by the administration of glycerine.
From the analogy with other substances which have a

similar effect, such as albumen, gums, &c., MUNK sug-

gests that the glycerine absorbed from the intestine and
carried by the portal vein to the liver is not itself trans-

formed into glycogen, but rather, by its quick decomposi-
tion, limits the use of the liver glycogen, or furthers its

formation from other materials. However this may be, the

glycerine undergoes decomposition without its products
having any influence on the changes in albumen, such as
the carbo-hydrates exert. With reference to this, it may
be remembered that glycerine has no chemical connexion
with the carbo-hydrates, but is rather to be regarded as an
alcohol-the tertiary alcohol of the propyl series.
The solubility of glycerine renders it highly probable that

the greater part of that which is taken into the stomach

passes rapidly into the blood. A small part may be un-
absorbed, and in the lower part of the intestine may undergo
fermentation and reduction, with the formation of butyric
acid, carbonic acid, &c., although this decomposition can
take place only in a neutral liquid-a condition not easy to
obtain in the intestine. GORUP-BESANEZ has also shown

that, in an alkaline solution, the action of oxygen in an
active state breaks glycerine up into formic, propionic, and
perhaps acrylic acids. There is some probability that, in
the tissues, where similar conditions obtain, the same
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decomposition may occur; and the intermediate products, openness as the policy indicated implies is certain in the-

propionic and formic acids, may be further oxidised to their long run to inspire trust and to command esteem.

ultimate products, carbonic acid and water. SCHERE- Underhanded and veiled proceedings, meanwhile, are, with
METJEWSKI showed that the ingestion of glycerine causes an scarcely a possible exception, of a nature to require the
increase in the excretion of carbonic acid, which CATILLON disguise thrown over them, and, therefore, essentially bad !
has affirmed may amount to 7 per cent. This increase in the This general description is true of the thousand-and-one-

production of carbonic acid must be accompanied by the difficulties and entanglements that occur between incautious
liberation of its equivalent of heat, and so the generation of members of the profession and the public and among
heat should be increased by the administration of glycerine. themselves.

Hence there is the highest probability that glycerine may be The Colleges have wisely formulated bye-laws against
of service in this respect, but that it is of no value as a secret remedies and modes of treatment. Every violation
tissue-food. of these regulations is not only a breach of rule, but an

. insult to the common interest and self-respect of the pro-
THE recent painful case, in which a member of the fession. The science of healing is as open as the science of

medical profession has been convicted of a grave offence nature, of which it forms a part. No proprietary right can

against public morals and safety, might be passed over in exist in relation to any subject of knowledge. What one-

silence, as something too humiliating to write or even think medical man has discovered is the common property of all,
about, but for a remark of great sagacity made by the judge and no honourable labourer in the field of inquiry can deem
in pronouncing sentence on the prisoner. To this we would it consistent with his duty to reserve information or trade
for a few moments ask attention. The observation that on secrecy. In respect to remedies this is universally re--

proof of wrong-doing lay in the fact that what was done was cognised by all respectable members of the profession ; and

kept secret from other members of the medical profession, in regard to special modes of practice the same is true. It

seems to us to embody in less than a dozen words the un- does not, of course, follow that when a discovery is made
written but supreme and all-comprehensive law of that public to the profession it must be immediately recognised
profession. Everything that a member does should be done as common property ; but those who have achieved positions
openly and, so to say, under the censorial eye of his of trust and general respect have ever been instant in season
brethren. When there is anything to conceal, or which and out of season in proclaiming the discoveries they have e
cannot be submitted to scrutiny, the safe lines of practice made, and in time the profession has come to recognise
or policy are certain to have been transgressed. their value and reward the discoverers with their confidence.
There is an old saying among divines, that a "case of There is therefore neither reason nor excuse for the pretence

conscience" is nearly always one in which the anxious we sometimes find urged, that the man who has delved for a
inquirer desires to do something he suspects to be wrong’ secret treasure has a primary claim to recompense for his
It is very much the same with cases of delicacy and discovery. We hold it to be of the highest importance to
questions of etiquette. Those who act honestly and openly the morale of the profession that its members should neither
on the dictates of honour are not, as a rule, troubled with prescribe nor sanction the use of secret preparations ; still

.misgivings, and seldom find themselves in positions from less should they adopt private modes of treatment. Again
which escape seems difficult. They have nothing to dis- reserve in practice, beyond what may be necessary to the
guise, they stand in no need of finesse, and although they welfare of patients, is manifestly opposed to the highest
may now and again appear a little headstrong, they may be purposes of the profession. It is not only due to the common
trusted to act uprightly by the interests, and in time to win interests of science, but to public safety, that such a com-
the confidence and respect, of their co-workers in the field of munity of knowledge and purpose should exist among prac-
science. Those, on the other hand, who are perpetually titioners as may conduce to the general advantage. It is.

harassed by doubts, and scarcely dare to stir for fear of not for mere personal advancement medical men become
tripping, are in continual peril of committing some blunder associated for scientific objects and intercourse, but with a
which will land them in the midst of countless embarrass- view to the sharing of those grave responsibilities which
ments. No man who shapes his conduct with the ever- arise out of the management of cases of disease. It is im-

present consciousness that the full light of day falls on his portant that this should be understood, not only inside the

every act is likely to go astray or give offence to those pale of the profession, but beyond it. Men who are ostracised
around him. The profession has declared expressly and from the fellowship of their brethren in practice may be
strongly against all hole-and-corner proceedings and dark generally considered to stand outside the bounds of con-

policies in the personal conduct and relations of its members, fidence.

but if there had never been any formal embodiment of this No man ever yet made a permanent success in medicine
principle in words, it would constitute the fundamental law who did not obtain the ratification of that success by the
of our autonomy. It is easy to see that this one precept of common voice of his profession. Brief popularity may, in-
perfect candour covers every conceivable question. What a deed, be secured by the appeal to public estimation, but it is
man is free to avow before his brethren he may do without by the members of his own profession a physician, surgeon, or
scruple; what he needs fur his own sake, for his good general practitioner must be finally judged and his position.
name, or for his supposed interests, to hide, must be determined. They alone are competent to appraise the
unworthy, if not absolutely unlawful. A rigid and just real value of his work. It is necessary that this fact should

application of this test will never fail to ensure a prac- be reasserted, as occasion arises, in the presence of public
titioner from the possibility of merited censure, and such opinion; and we embrace the opportunity offered by a dis-
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tressing and humiliating occurrence to warn those wh(

presume to form their own estimate of practitioners without
the means of performing that duty with safety, that thE
only test of fitness, and the only measure of genuine work;
is that supplied by the position accorded to a medical mar
’by his peers and fellow-workers. If this were more generally
understood by the lay community, mistakes would be less
frequent, and what every now and again happens-namely;
the elevation of a poor or weak man to a false position by
the lever of popularity cunningly applied to his own advan.
tage by adroit methods of appealing to public favour-would
be impossible. Medical men are, or ought to be, chiefly
appreciated in their scientific character, and the estimatE
formed of their work can only be determined by the judg.
ment of experts. A good scientific position is a guarantee
for the responsible discharge of professional duties, not only
in their technical, but in their moral and social aspects. In

a word, the true scientist is a worthy citizen, because he
obeys implicitly the unwritten law of the profession, and
does nothing in the dark.

WE referred very briefly last week to a well-won victory
- gained at the annual meeting of the Royal Medical

Benevolent College on the 29th ult., when the Governon
by a very large majority carried a resolution requesting the
’Council to alter the bye-laws in such a manner as to secure
the appointment of a Committee of Selection in or about
April of each year. It is proposed that this Committee shall
investigate the claims of all the candidates, and choose a
list of applicants, whose needs they consider most urgent,
- equal in number to the advertised vacancies. The usual

balloting papers will be made out as at present, and, in

addition, a slip containing the names of those selected by
the Committee will be forwarded to each and every

governor. It will be seen that, though perfect liberty as to
voting will exist as at present, the governors, one and all,
will be furnished with what the majority believe must
prove to be a useful and reliable guide. As such we are

persuaded that it will be welcomed heartily by a vast
number of subscribers. Several years ago a great step in
the way of reform was made by abolishing the polling day,
which ceremony was little else than an exhibition of almost

,shameless " cadging " for votes on the one side, painful and
pitiful appeals on the other, and a sad sight of disappointed
.and despairing faces at the closing scene of a long, toilsome,
and costly career of canvassing. It is hoped and believed
that the reform achieved last week will do further good
in way of saving expense as well as labour in the

solicitation of votes. Most (at all events, a substantial

majority) of the governors have been cognisant of

the fact that as much money in some cases has been

expended on canvassing, by friends and others, as would
have kept the child for several years at an ordinarily good
school, or bought an annuity for the pensioner in question.
We insert elsewhere in these columns the letter of an old

subscriber that interprets pretty well the feeling of the

reforming party. We are particularly anxious on this, as
on other occasions, when grave questions are discussed, to
be perfectly fair and above-board, and to practise as well
as preach the motto that heads the columns of our corre-
spondence. Therefore we print also the letter of a subscriber

who objects to the proposed change; but objects, as will be
plainly seen, under a manifest misapprehension. We are

glad to make this letter the occasion for reminding governors
that the " slip " list to be sent with the balloting-paper is
simply an expression of opinion on the part of a small body
of subscribers, who have had before them the merits of, and
all particulars connected with, each and every candidate,
and who have been requested to indicate those who, in their
minds, are the persons that most need the kind of help
offered by the Medical Benevolent College. No sort of

pressure, direct or indirect, will be put upon the governors;
and those who desire to give their support to the most
worthy, but cannot, from want of time or opportunity,
sift deliberately the claims of all the candidates, will be
grateful to the members of the Committee of Selection for
thus guiding their votes into the true and proper path.

In congratulating the Reform Committee on the result
of their three years’ work, our remarks would lack courtesy
if they did not include a tribute of gratitude and genuine
compliment to the members of the Council for the very fair
and polite way in which the discussion was conducted. We

may remark here, parenthetically, that the College always
claimed the support and sympathy of the late Mr. WAKLEY,
who founded a scholarship in connexion therewith, and, had
he lived, would no doubt have still further aided its special
endowments. However great the differences may have been

respecting the principles on which the elections should

be conducted, Council and governors alike will heartily
endorse the remarks of the chairman on the 29th ult., to
the effect that the school, as to the quality of its teaching
and as to its results, is second to none-collegiate, public,
or private-in the United Kingdom.

Annotations.
" Ne quid nimis:"

THE ILL.NESS OF CARDINAL NEWMAN.

THE health of John Henry Newman is a subject of great
interest to men of all creeds, and even to men of no creed.
It would have been a dear price to pay for the tardy honour
done to him at Rome had the journey and the excitement
cost him his life. But it is very evident that this has been

very near being the case. The admirable clinical account of
his illness, conveyed in a telegram in The Tdnzes of Saturday
last, shows this. It is so full of medical interest, height-
ened by its reference to one of the most remarkable men of
the century, that we shall reproduce the points of it for our
readers. It is not less interesting to us in that it shows
that this great Father of the Church, venerable with the
weight of seventy-eight years of life and strife of the best
kind, is not free from that quality common in old men less
saintly than he-a certain strength of self-will, not to say
perversity. The first proof of this was in his determination
to make the journey from Folkestone to Turin without
stopping. Thereafter, we read significantly, "he was much
fatigued, and, having caught a slight cold, was obliged to
rest a few days at Pisa." He reached Rome on the 24th of

April, and consulted Dr. Aitken. In two or three days
there was so much bronchial irritation that Dr. Aitken ad-
vised a day or two’s rest in the house-" advice which Dr.
Newman unfortunately did not strictly follow." Strange
that a mind so schooled to obey and submit should be so
disobedient to medical authority. On the 2nd of May


